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- January 2015

- Signed by >8000 AI experts

- Stuart Russel, 

- Eric Horvitz

- Elon Musk, 

- Stephen Hawking,

- Nick Bostrom,

- Geoffry Hinton, 

- …

Humans need to remain in control 

of AI; our AI systems must "do what 

we want them to do"



Part I

Three perspectives on AI

AI, mens of samen?



3 PERSPECTIVES ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Techno-centricHuman-centric

Collective perspective



TECHNO-CENTRISM



AI, mens of samen?



ALPHA (GO) ZERO



MEANINGFUL HUMAN CONTROL

Problem: How to control Artificial Super Intelligence.

Solution: Program human values into AI system



HUMAN CENTRISM



PROPERTIES OF A WMD

Non-transparant: It is unclear how AI arrives at its conclusions. 

Scale: The decisions made by AI affect large groups of people.

Damage: The AI brings damage to large groups of people. 



TEACHER ASSESSMENT TOOL

We must turn around underperforming schools 

in Washington D.C.

We develop an objective and accurate model 

IMPACT to assess a teacher’s performance

Along with 205 other teachers with a low 

IMPACT score, I got fired. Why?

It’s a complex algorithm you won’t understand.  

Furthermore, it’s corporate secret.

Sarah Wysocki

Many of my students came from a different school where they tampered test   

scores. They started scoring less in my tests…



OTHER EXAMPLES OF WMD’S

AI, mens of samen?

Scan CV’s

Predictive policing

Assess creditworthiness

Predict chance of recidivism Calculate insurance premium

Political campaigning



MEANINGFUL HUMAN CONTROL

Problem: Oversimplified AI models are granted too much control.

Solution: Apply AI sparingly.



COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE



SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE



SOCIAL AI IS ESSENTIAL

SIRI



AI Scheduler



MEANINGFUL HUMAN CONTROL

Problem: Integrating AI into teams, organisations, and society inevitably 

disturbs the equilibrium between autonomy and control.

Solution: Detect and redirect undesirable developments. 



Part II

AI in defense

AI, mens of samen?









AI IN DUTCH DEFENSE



SCENARIO: SWARM ATTACK

prob Fishing boats

NH90

VMF

LSF, prob UAV

Situatie op t=0

beweging van kleine scheepjes 

richting eigen schip is opgemerkt

fast, prob FIAC

Unpredictable

Manipulative

Time critical

Ethical

Information overload



WHAT IS OUT THERE NOW?



MEANINGFUL HUMAN CONTROL OVER LAWS

The battle is too fast to allow human involvement, 

so we need autonomous AI!

Artificial ethics can make war more humane.



MEANINGFUL HUMAN CONTROL OVER LAWS

MEANINGFUL HUMAN CONTROL

Humans should exercise control over individual 

attacks, not simply overall operations. Only by 

prohibiting the use of fully autonomous weapons 

can such control be guaranteed.

Prohibit all LAWS!



NATO HFM-ET-178: MHC OVER AI BASED SYSTEMS

AI, mens of samen?

AFRL

TNO

DSTL

NASA

Fraunhofer

FOI



WHAT IS MEANINGFUL HUMAN CONTROL?

Humans have the ability to make informed choices in sufficient time to
influence AI-based systems in order to enable a desired effect or to
prevent an undesired immediate or future effect on the environment.

Characteristics:
•Human has freedom of choice
•Human has ability to impact the behaviour of the system
•Human has time to decide to engage and sufficient situation, and system understanding 
•Human is capable to predict the behavior of the system and the effects of the 
environment (physical and information)
•Influence over AI-based systems can be achieved in various ways, such as policy-making, 
training, HMI design, organizational design, operations, etc.
•The above encompasses cases from instantaneous (e.g. number of seconds) to very 
delayed response (several hours to days, e.g. before-the-loop) to control. 



Part III

Human machine teaming

AI, mens of samen?



From smart personal assistant to

AI-worker in an organisation



XAI

HMT AT TNO



COMPUTER AS A TOOL



COMPUTER AS AN ISOLATED AGENT



COMPUTER AS A TEAMMATE



DYNAMIC TEAMING



DYNAMIC TEAMING



RUNAWAY AI







TEAM DESIGN PATTERNS

How to design coherent human agent teams in a way that is 

Simple and intuitive to allow communication among 

stakeholders

General enough to represent a broad range of teamwork

Descriptive enough to allow comparison of different 

solutions and situations

Structured enough to have a pathway from the simple 

intuitive description to the more formal specification.

Fosus on:

Nesting

Time



CHRISTOPHER ALEXANDER



A PATTERN LANGUAGE





BASIC TYPES OF WORK



JOINT WORK



SUPERVISORY CONTROL

AI, mens of samen?



AI, mens of samen?

VARIANTS OF SUPERVISORY CONTROL



HIGHLY AUTONOMOUS PATTERNS



FORMAL SPECIFICATION

Teleoperation : Team Design Pattern
Name : "Tele operation"
Image : Img1
Use when : "machine has limited autonomous capability, and

human skilled operators are available..."
Positive effect: "Clear single point of control at human operator"
Negative effect : "Imposes heavy taskload on the human"
Example : "Teleoperation of a UAV...“
Involves actors : [7h,7m]

7h : Human

Name: “7h”
Performs <level of engagement = 1.0> Teleoperating

Teleoperating: Direct Cognitive Work

Name: “teleoperating”
Relevance = “on-task
Monitors <modality = auditive> [7h,7m] 

7m : Machine

Name: “7m”
Performs <level of engagement = 0.1> Teleoperating
Performs <level of engagement =  1.0> PerformInstructions

PerformInstructions: Direct physical Work

Name: “PerformInstructions”
Relevance = “on-task

GOAL: develop a pattern library

for meaningful human control. 



SUPPORT MULTI TEAM SYSTEMS







QUESTIONS?


